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ABSTRACT
NEURAL AND BEHAVIORAL MECHANISMS OF IMPULSIVE CHOICE
SEPTEMBER 2015
JESSE MCCLURE, B.S., ST CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Heather Richardson and Professor Jeffrey Podos

Impulsive choice is defined as the preference for a small immediate reward
over a larger delayed reward. Individual variablity in impulsive choice correlates with many socially relevant behaviors. Although forms of impulsive
choice have been studied in both behavioral ecology and psychology, the exchange of knowledge between these fields is just beginning. Drawing from
both of these fields will improve our research methods allowing for a more
detailed understanding of this complex behavior.
Existing tasks to measure impulsive choice conflate the delay and quantity of the reward. To address this, I have drawn from foraging research to
establish a method to isolate each single parameter: either the delay, or
quantity of the reward. The isolation of one of these parameters at a time is
a central theme in this thesis.
I have applied these new methods to explore the behavioral components
of impulsive choice. Contrary to an assumption in the existing literature, I find
that impulsive choice and delay discounting are distinct behaviors; quantity
may in fact be a larger contributer to impulsive choice than delay.
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Next, I assess the relationship between the delay component of impulsive
choice and alcohol addiction. The data suggest that the delay component
of impulsive choice is associated with alcohol consumption, but causal hypotheses are not supported. Instead the data suggest that this component of
impulsive choice and acohol consumption may share a common mechanism.
Lastly, I propose a novel neural circuitry that could underly impulsive
choice behaviors. I conduct a preliminary test of a prediction of the model.
The results suggest the present model may be incorrect. This, however, highlights the usefulness of the novel methods presented in this dissertation as
they allow for more detailed testing of specific models of this complex behavior.
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CHAPTER 1
ISOLATING THE DELAY COMPONENT OF IMPULSIVE CHOICE

Published in Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience Jan. 2014

1.1

Abstract

Impulsive choice — the preference for small immediate rewards over larger
delayed rewards — has been linked to various psychological conditions ranging from behavioral disorders to addiction. These links highlight the critical
need to dissect the various components of this multifaceted behavioral trait.
Delay discounting tasks allow researchers to study an important factor of
this behavior: how the subjective value of a rewards changes over a delay
period. However, existing methods of delay discounting include a confound
of different reward sizes within the procedure. Here we present a new approach of using a single constant reward size to assess delay discounting. A
complementary approach could hold delay constant and assess the utility of
changing quantities of a reward. Isolating these behavioral components can
advance our ability to explore the behavioral complexity of impulsive choice.
We present in detail the methods for isolating delay, and further capitalize on
this method by pairing it with a standard peak interval task to test whether
individual variation in delay discounting can be explained by differences in
perception of time in male and female adolescent rats. We find that rats that
were more precise in discriminating time intervals were also less impulsive
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in their choice. Our data suggest that differences in timing and delay discounting are not causally related, but instead are more likely influenced by
a common factor. Further, the mean-level change in our measure between
postnatal day 28 and 42 suggests this test may be capturing a developmental change in this factor. In summary, this new method of isolating individual
components of impulsive choice (delay or quantity) can be efficiently applied
in either adolescent or adult animal models and may help elucidate the mechanisms underlying impulsivity and its links to psychological disorders.

1.2

Introduction

Impulsive choice — the preference for small immediate rewards over larger
delayed rewards — has been linked to substance abuse and addiction (Belin
et al., 2008; Broos et al., 2012; Diergaarde et al., 2008; Field et al., 2007;
Madden et al., 1997; Mitchell, 1999; Mitchell et al., 2005; Oberlin and Grahame, 2009; Pattij and De Vries, 2013; Poulos et al., 1998; Smith and Boettiger, 2012) and other psychological disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Winstanley et al., 2006) and schizophrenia (Heerey et al.,
2007). These connections highlight the importance of exploring the mechanisms that govern impulsive choice, especially for adolescent populations
(Whelan et al., 2012). However, measuring impulsive choice in adolescent
animals can be challenging due to the brief duration within which animals
can be pre-trained and tested for measures of impulsive choice. Another
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more general challenge is in interpretation of results from existing tests as
there are two distinct causes of a preference for a small immediate reward
over a larger delayed reward: either an increased aversion to delay, or a decreased sensitivity to reward size. These two potential drivers of impulsive
choice are confounded in common behavioral tasks. We therefore present
an approach that allows for the isolation and separate quantification of each
component. The method for isolating delay is elaborated upon and applied
below.
Organisms generally prefer shorter delays and larger reward quantities,
but the relationship between the perceived value of a reward and either
of these parameters is not linear (Bateson, 2002; Kahneman and Tversky,
1979). More specifically, while the value of a reward continues to decrease
as the delay increases, the greatest decrease in value is during the initial
delay. This delay discounting relationship can be seen in Figure 1.1 where
the greatest decrease in reward value occurs on the left side of the plot. For
any nonlinear function such as this, the average result of the function applied to two delay values differs from the result of the same function applied
to the average of the two delays. To illustrate, the average discounted value
of a delay alternating between 2 and 18 seconds (dotted lines in Figure 1.1)
is greater than the discounted value of the same reward delayed 10 seconds (solid line). This mathematical property, known as Jensen’s inequality
(Jensen, 1906), is relevant to any study of variable properties and has been
finding increasingly broad applicability within biology (Ruel and Ayres, 1999;
3

Smallwood, 1996). Following the predictions of Jensen’s inequality, organisms are often seen to prefer variable delays over fixed delays with the same
average duration.
Although there is a general trend to prefer variable delays, the strength
of this preference can differ greatly between individuals. Differences in the
sharpness of the delay discounting curve (Figure 1.1) can be used to describe
these individual differences. For illustrative purposes, Figure 1.1 shows the
delay functions of three hypothetical subjects: red, black, and green. All
three subjects would value a variable delay over the fixed delay, but the red
subject presents a strong preference for the variable option (more impulsive),
while the green subject presents a weaker preference for variability (less impulsive). As such, for each curve, a fixed delay less than 10 seconds would
have the same discounted value as the average of the discounted values of
2 seconds and 18 seconds, and this fixed delay would be lowest for the red
curve, moderate for the black, and highest for the green curve.
This timing information, along with reward size, contributes to behavior
in typical delay discounting tasks. Common behavioral assays of delay discounting provide variable and fixed delay options with different reward sizes
for each (Ainslie, 1975; Dalley et al., 2011). As neither variable of delay or
quantity is held constant, however, it cannot be known which is driving the
resulting preference. While the mean adjusting delay task (Mazur, 1988)
does hold the quantity constant across trials, it offers a choice between two
options of differing reward quantity. Indeed, a recent study (Madden et al.,
4

2011) questions whether preferences for variable delays correlate with impulsive choice. The failure to find such a correlation may be — as noted by
the authors — due to preferences being influenced not only by delay, but
also by reward size in the compound impulsive-choice task. These data further highlight the need to disentangle the delay and quantity parameters
to further our understanding of impulsive choice, particularly in adolescent
populations that show greater sensitivity to reward size (Laviola et al., 2003;
Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010).
We therefore take an alternative approach inspired by parallel work in
behavioral ecology (Caraco et al., 1980; Caraco, 1981; Real et al., 1982; Real
and Caraco, 1986) that maintains a constant reward size — and uses the
same reward for each choice option — and systematically reduces the delay
on the fixed lever (now an adjusting ‘stable’ lever) to the point at which it
has the same subjective value as the variable option. This point of equal
preference, or equivalence point (Mazur, 1984), allows precise determination
of the shape of each subject’s delay discounting curve while using the same
reward quantity for all options. We also optimized pre-training procedures to
allow the method to be practical for use with early adolescent rodent models.
We apply this method to test two hypotheses on the source of individual
variation in delay discounting. First, delay discounting scores may be driven
by differences in time perception. If so, a decreased ability to precisely discriminate time intervals should lead to lower delay discounting scores in our
task. If an animal were unable to discriminate between any time intervals it
5

would not detect a difference between the variable and fixed option and its
choice would be random. Similarly, any imprecision in time perception can
be expected to partially mask the expression of a preference for variable delays; animals that are less precise may thus show lesser delay discounting.
Alternatively, greater timing ability and less extreme delay discounting could
each be considered products of a healthy or well-developed nervous system
and if found together might indicate a shared neurological mechanism for the
two processes. Our findings suggest that differences in time perception do
not drive differences in delay discounting. Instead, there is likely a common
biological mechanism that enhances time perception and also increases the
ability to wait longer for a reward in adolescent animals.

1.3

Methods

1.3.1

Animals

Wistar rats (21 male, 19 female) were shipped with mothers from Charles
River (Wilmington, MA) and arrived on postnatal day (PD) 18. Rats were kept
on a 12-12hr light dark cycle (lights on from 8am–8pm). On PD 21 they were
weaned and separated into same-sex cages of 3 juveniles per cage. Animals
were fed ad libitum rat chow and had free access to food and water throughout all stages of training and testing. Animals acclimated to human contact
by a minimum of 5 minutes of handling per day. All animal procedures were
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approved by the University of Massachusetts Amherst Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.

1.3.2

Operant pre-training

Prior to the onset of adolescence (PD23–PD27), rats were pre-trained to
lever press in operant boxes in overnight sessions using a fixed ratio 1 (FR1)
reinforcement schedule for 0.1 ml sweetened water (3% glucose / 0.125%
saccharin / tap water) as previously described (Gilpin et al., 2012). The same
sweetened water reward was used for all following procedures. In the present
study, pre-training sessions were conducted for 8 hours overnight during the
rats’ dark/active period. A session was divided into 5-minute bouts separated
by a 1-minute pauses in which the levers were retracted. Each bout was
randomly assigned by the operant software to present the left lever, right
lever, or both levers simultaneously. The single lever bouts ensured that rats
sampled both levers. The session terminated when either 8 hours had passed
or the rat had received 300 rewards, whichever came first.
Our laboratory has found that allowing multiple rats to run together in a
single box for their first training sessions leads to improved performance in
operant tasks. On PD 23 rats ran 3-per-box on the FR1 pre-training task. On
PD 24–26 they were run 2-per-box switching partners each night. On PD 27
they ran singly which allowed assessment of their baseline lever pressing. By
PD 27 all rats were actively pressing levers for the sweetened water reward.
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Impulsive choice (Experiment 1 and 2) or peak interval tasks (Experiment 2)
began on PD 28. An overview of the design of both experiments is presented
in Figure 1.2.

1.3.3

Experiment 1 — test-retest reliability

Experiment 1 evaluated the test-retest validity of our impulsive choice
measure. High reliability should indicate the measure is assessing a trait or
characteristic of the individual as opposed to being driven by their current
state. Twenty-nine adolescent rats (14 male, 15 female) were tested for delay discounting as described below during early adolescence (PD 28–42) and
again in early adulthood (PD 58–64).

1.3.3.1

Delay discounting testing

To quantify delay discounting (a component of impulsive choice), we developed an operant method modeled after variance sensitive foraging (Stephens
et al., 2007) and operant equivalence point tasks (Bateson and Kacelnik,
1996, 1997; Mazur, 1984, 1986). We designed our method for maximum
efficiency so that animals could be studied during the brief window of adolescence, though the same procedures have also been used with naive adult animals. This important developmental period lasts approximately four weeks in
rats and mice, with pubertal maturation occurring in the first half and brain
development continuing on through the second half. We therefore ran this
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operant test for 8 hours during rats’ dark (active) period every night for two
weeks. At the start of the first session the stable lever (left lever for half of the
rats, right for the other half) was set to a 10-second delay. The session began
with 9 forced trials in which only one lever (randomly selected per trial) was
available to ensure the rats were sampling both levers. After having sampled
both contingencies, rats were allowed 21 free trials in which their preferences
could be expressed as elaborated below. Under these test conditions our animals quickly showed preferences for the variable lever, consistent with previous findings (Bateson and Kacelnik, 1995, 1998). Once this preference for
the variable lever was expressed, the delay on the fixed (now "stable") lever
was gradually reduced over subsequent trials (Figure 1.3). This is in contrast
to other methods which increase the quantity or concentration of the reward
on the fixed lever. By decreasing the delay, the quality and quantity of all
rewards remained constant throughout training and testing, and only delay
was manipulated.
Training continued in repeating cycles of 9 forced trials and 21 free trials.
The delay on the stable lever, set by the customized operant software, was
reduced (-1 sec) if the animal showed a preference for the variable lever (12
or more of the 21 presses on the variable lever) and increased (+1 sec) if they
showed a preference for the stable lever (9 or fewer presses on the variable
lever). After each adjustment the subject was given another 9 forced trials
so they could sample the new delay contingencies before another round of
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free trials. Training continued in 9+21 trial cycles throughout the night until
either 8 hours had passed or the rat received 300 rewards.
Every trial — forced sampling and choice trials — was initiated by the
presentation of the lever and terminated when the rat pressed either lever.
Upon a lever press, both levers were retracted and a stimulus light above the
selected lever was illuminated throughout the pre-reward delay period. After
the presentation of the reward, there was a 5 second intertrial interval. No
post-reward delay, other than the fixed intertrial interval, was used.
On each subsequent night (8pm) the delay on the stable lever was set
to start where it ended the previous night. When a rat’s stable delay lever
remained constant due to the rat choosing either option equally often (or
if it oscillated between two adjacent values), the adjustment step-size was
reduced. At this point the operant software increased or decreased the stable
lever by 0.5 seconds instead of 1 second in response to the rat’s preference.
Over subsequent nights this step-size was further reduced to increase the
precision on the stable lever at which the rat had an equivalent preference
for the variable and stable levers. The final delay on the stable lever was the
rat’s equivalence point (Mazur, 1986).
The degree to which the stable lever needed to be decreased (10 seconds
minus the equivalence point) was used as our delay discounting score. This
is effectively the same as the equivalence point, but has an advantage for
interpretation given that a higher value indicates greater delay discounting
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(the more “impulsive” choice). This offset (‘x’ in equations 1 and 2) score can
be used to calculate an individual’s rate-constant (K) for delay discounting.
As described earlier, delay discounting follows a hyperbolic decay (Figure 1.1) modeled by equation 1 (Bateson and Kacelnik, 1998). The above
method of testing impulsive choice is modeled by equation 2: the delay on
the stable lever is reduced by an offset (x) such that the animal assigns an
equal value to this stable delay as to the average of the variable delay options. In the above described method the delay (d) is 10 seconds, and the
variability (∆) is 8 seconds. K is each individual’s discounting rate constant;
higher K values represent more rapid delay discounting. An individual’s K
value can be calculated from their offset (impulsive choice) score by equation 3. The α parameter is a small constant, often set to 1 in many studies.

Value =

1
α+K ×d

2
1
1
=
+
α + K(d − x)
α + K(d − ∆) α + K(d + ∆)

K=

1.3.3.2

a×x
∆2 − d × x

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

Data analysis

Individual consistency, or test-retest validity, was assessed by regressing post-test scores of delay discounting (10 minus the equivalence point) on
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pretest scores. The sex of the animal was included to assess for sex-specific
differences or interaction effects. All analyses were conducted in the R statistical software package (R Core Team, 2014).

1.3.4

Experiment 2 — timing and delay discounting

Experiment 2 tested the prediction that lesser precision in timing would
correlate with lower levels of delay discounting. Twenty-two rats (10 male,
12 female) were tested on delay discounting (following the same methods as
Experiment 1) and peak interval performance (described below) during early
(PD 28–42) and late (PD 42–56) adolescence (Sisk and Zehr, 2005; Smith,
2003; Spear, 2000). This experiment was counterbalanced by testing half of
the rats on delay discounting first followed by peak interval, and the other
half receiving the peak interval followed by our delay discounting task.

1.3.4.1

Peak interval testing

A peak interval task was used to assess accuracy and precision in discriminating time intervals. This task used a fixed interval (FI) 11 second reinforcement schedule in which the first response after 11 seconds is rewarded with
the same sweetened water reward used in other procedures. There was no
punishment nor response cost for early responses, and the response lever
remained available throughout a trial. Under fixed interval schedules, organ-
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isms tend to begin responding at a low rate and increase response frequency
as the criterion (11 seconds) approaches.
Peak interval was conducted in three stages each night in the same operant boxes used in other procedures but using only the right lever for all
animals. In the first stage, a trial was initiated by the presentation of a single lever. After the criteria time (11 seconds) had elapsed, the stimulus light
above the lever was illuminated indicating the availability of the reward. The
second stage changed only in the absence of the stimulus light but maintained the same FI-11 criterion. The third stage was identical to the second,
but included probe trials.
Probe trials were interspersed randomly with fixed interval trials. Probe
trials were identical to fixed interval trials except that the reward mechanism was disabled. Response frequencies in probe trials tend to increase as
the criterion time approaches, then taper off when no reward is delivered.
Pooled across probe trials, response frequency distributions resemble a normal distribution. For a given subject, the average of this distribution indicates
the accuracy with which they can discriminate the criterion interval, with the
variance indicative of their precision.
Rats began peak interval testing on either PD 28 or PD 44, depending on
whether they were tested before or after impulsive choice, respectively (Figure 1.3). Testing was conducted during the rats’ active period (dark phase)
every night for 7 days. Probe trials were interspersed with fixed interval trials by random selection (without replacement) for 1 out of 8 trials to be a
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probe trial. As the rats needed time to learn the task, data from the first two
nights were not included in the analysis. Data on the time of each response
— measured from the start of the trial — from the last five nights was pooled
from all probe trials for each rat. The mean and standard deviation of all
responses were used as measures of an animal’s accuracy and precision in
timing respectively.

1.3.4.2

Data analysis

Delay discounting scores (10 minus the equivalence point) were regressed
on interval standard deviation (precision) scores from the peak interval task,
to estimate the proportion of variance in delay discounting accounted for by
differences in perceptual discrimination and test the prediction of lesser precision correlating with lower delay discounting. Sex was included as a control
variable in all analyses to allow for the detection of sex-specific effects or interactions. All analyses were conducted in the R statistical software package
(R Core Team, 2014).

1.4

Results

1.4.1

Experiment 1 — test-retest reliability

Individual equivalence point scores in Experiment 1 were highly consistent over time as seen in Figure 1.4 (R2 = 0.758; p < 0.0001). This suggests
that our method is detecting a repeatable trait of the individual. As this trait
14

is the degree to which the value of a reinforcer declines with delay (delay discounting) it can be regarded as an index of impulsive choice. While this rankorder consistency was high, we also detected a mean-level increase in delay
discounting scores between the pre- and post-tests (t(28) = 3.29; p = 0.0027)
suggesting a developmental or potentially experience-dependent increase in
discounting rates. This change from pre- to post-test was similar for males
and females (mean increase for males: 0.49 ± 0.18 and females: 0.57 ± 0.27;

t(27) = 0.25; p = 0.80).

1.4.2

Experiment 2 — timing and impulsive choice

The variance of responses (standard deviation) correlated positively with
delay discounting scores, as seen in Figure 1.5 (R2 = 0.40; p = 0.02). Animals
that scored as less precise (more variance) in their temporal discrimination
abilities also showed greater discounting (b = 1.40; p = 0.015). This effect
was stronger in males and the significance of the overall effect was driven
by males (males b = 3.88; p = 0.007) while females trended in the same
direction (females b = 0.93; p = 0.15). Thus greater precision in interval
timing correlated with lower delay discounting.
No relationship was found between mean response times on probe trials
and delay discounting scores (R2 = 0.03; p = 0.73). Thus, in our sample,
we found no relationship between delay discounting and the accuracy of tim-
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ing. Neither did the total number of responses on probe trials significantly
correlate with delay discounting (R2 = 0.21; p = 0.22).
Following Bateson and Kacelnik (1995) we also analyzed the relationship
between the final equivalence point and the latency to respond for each option. As our task is defined as terminating when an equal preference is displayed, we sampled latencies from early in training (days 2 and 3) when the
animals should have had sufficient experiences with the contingencies, but
had not yet approached an equivalence point, as well as late in training (days
13 and 14) when their preferences were stabilizing. Median response latencies to individual levers did not correlate with final equivalence points, nor
did differential latencies between the levers (all p > 0.5). However, overall median latency to respond correlated positively with equivalence points
(R2 = 0.25; p = 0.048).

1.5

Discussion

The goal of the current study was to present a method that isolates the
delay component of impulsive choice, and to apply this method to explore a
behavioral mechanism that may underlie delay discounting. Results from Experiment 1 suggest that the measure of delay discounting we introduce here
provides a robust and state-independent index of an individual trait. Additionally, as shown in Experiment 2, 40% of the observed variability in this
trait can be accounted for by individual differences in time-interval discrim-
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ination ability. This correlation, however, is in the opposite direction from
what would be predicted if differences in delay discounting were driven by
differences in timing. Instead, delay discounting and timing are likely each
influenced by a common mediating factor. By using the present approach
we were able to keep reward size constant, thus narrowing down the likely
mechanisms driving decision making in our animals.
While the current study assessed only the delay component of impulsive
choice, a similar logic could be applied to study the effects of varying quantities or rewards while keeping delay constant. Together these methods can
disentangle the timing and reward size components of this multifaceted behavior. By isolating the delay component in the current study, we found that
rats that show greater delay discounting also show less precision in a peak
interval timing task. This finding is in contrast to what might be expected
given that all subjects prefer the variable delay option: any deficiency in
timing would be expected to mask this preference and lead to a less impulsive score. Poor performance on the timing task and greater discounting in
the same subjects are thus indicative of a separate shared mediating factor.
While peak interval allowed a preliminary test of these alternative hypotheses, the current finding may be best expanded by further exploring the relationship using delay discrimination tasks in place of peak interval. In either
case, employing the above elaborated delay discounting task will allow for
proper isolation of the timing component of the choice task.
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1.5.1

Individual and developmental differences

Although our tests were conducted during an active period of neurological
development in rats, the individual differences detected were highly consistent from the pre- to the post-test (rank-order consistency) in both males
and females despite the wide range of between-individual variability in this
measure. These levels of consistency are greater than those observed for human personality traits (Roberts and DelVecchio, 2000). There were, however,
also small but significant mean-level changes in the population between the
two tests. Rats discounted delayed rewards more steeply in the test in early
adulthood (PD 58–64) than they did in early adolescence (PD 28–42). While
these data seem to run counter to a general trend of decreasing delay discounting through development (Green et al., 1994; Steinberg et al., 2009), it
may be that early adolescence is a time of greater discounting after which
further development would lead again to lower discounting rates. We cannot
yet, however, rule out experience as a driver of greater discounting scores
in this task. Future studies could include additional testing periods in early,
mid, and late adulthood to help address this.
Various circuits that contribute to delay discounting are actively developing over this period of adolescence. For example, individual differences in
delay discounting have been attributed to variation in dopamine signaling
(Forbes et al., 2007) using traditional methods of testing delay discounting.
More specifically, genotypic variation in the dopamine transporter (DAT) gene
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correlates with individual differences in impulsive choice in human studies
(Paloyelis et al., 2010), while experimental increases of DAT expression in
animal studies drive greater impulsive choice (Adriani et al., 2009).
Dopaminergic activity in the ventral tagmental area (VTA) correlates with
reward-size prediction error in fMRI BOLD signals in humans (D’Ardenne et al.,
2008) and in neural recordings in animal models (Bayer and Glimcher, 2005;
Tobler et al., 2005). The VTA relays this signal to the nucleus accumbens
(NAcc) (Glimcher, 2011) where the higher levels of DAT activity are associated with greater delay discounting. This dopamine reuptake has been
suggested to underlie decaying reward value curves — such as those in Figure 1.1 — and thus individual differences in DAT in the NAcc could create
differences in the resulting delay discounting curves. Many components of
the dopamine system in addition to DAT correlate with impulsive choice in
adolescent populations, but DAT and the dopamine D4 receptor show the
most consistent associations (Nemoda et al., 2011). This dopaminergic circuitry is known to be actively developing through adolescence making this
developmental stage a sensitive period for addiction (Chambers et al., 2003;
Kuhn et al., 2010; Nemoda et al., 2011; Smith and Boettiger, 2012).
Several previous authors have proposed learning mechanisms that pair
such a decaying reward signal with a reverse replay of recent events (Dragoi
et al., 2003; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Kühn and Stamatescu, 2007; Pennartz
et al., 2009). For example, in vivo hippocampal recordings in maze-running
rats have shown a pattern of rapid reward-induced reverse-order replays of
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place cells (Foster and Wilson, 2006). These replays, or hippocampal ripples,
have been further characterized and found to be coincident with similar ripple patterns in other brain regions including the NAcc (Goto and O’Donnell,
2001; Malhotra et al., 2012). As the hippocampal input to the NAcc can provide a temporal context (O’Donnell, 1999) it has been further suggested that
this input can also provide more general contextual information (Goto and
O’Donnell, 2001).
The correlation between decreased precision in timing and greater delay
discounting that we observe suggests a correlated regulation of the dopamine
signaling and timing circuitry that is commonly seen in schizophrenia (Bonnot
et al., 2011; Heerey et al., 2007). The proposed circuitries for delay discounting and timing are also disrupted in animal models of schizophrenia (Kato
et al., 2011; Nason et al., 2011). Schizophrenia in turn, has been proposed
to be the result of abnormalities in the reorganization of this circuitry during
adolescence (Feinberg, 1983; Jaaro-Peled et al., 2009). There may be variations in the development of this same circuitry in healthy populations as
well; these variations may contribute to the correlation of timing and delay
discounting we observe, and could also contribute to the mean-level change
in delay discounting between our two testing periods.
In addition to the potential developmental effects, performance on the
peak interval task is likely modulated by hormonal effects. Ovarian hormones
are known to affect interval timing (Morofushi et al., 2001; Pleil et al., 2011;
Ross and Santi, 2000; Sandstrom, 2007; Williams, 2012) such that intact fe20

males at different stages of their cycle may perform notably differently. This
may account for the lack of a significant relationship between peak interval timing and our delay discounting score in females — as can be seen in
Figure 1.5 where females show a wider range of imprecision in timing than
males. This can be contrasted to delay discounting scores which have a comparable range in males and females (present study; Cross et al., 2011). Thus
we suspect the lack of a significant correlation in females is due to noise in
the peak interval data rather than the delay discounting data.

1.5.2

Challenges in interpreting compound choice tasks

The primary motivation in presenting the current method is to isolate the
distinct components that contribute to impulsive choice. Impulsive choice is
defined as a preference for a small immediate reward over a larger delayed
reward; such a preference, however, can be the result of an aversion to delay, or an insensitivity to differing reward sizes. By isolating each factor, we
hope to better characterize choice behavior in these tasks which may aid in
understanding some conflicting results in the literature.
When presented with repeated choices for a small immediate reward or a
larger delayed reward animals’ responses may be influenced both by the delay discounting and quantity valuing utility curves. These choices, however,
may also be affected by a number of other factors. Animals may assess the
long-term rate of intake for each option which may bias them towards the
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small immediate reward as they could receive more of these in the allotted
time. To account for this, most studies that present large delayed rewards
and small immediate rewards add a post-reward delay to set a fixed trial duration regardless of which option is selected. However, recent findings have
questioned the validity of this approach Blanchard et al. (2013).
As our method isolates a single parameter — either delay or quantity — no
post-reward buffer was required. The present data in fact argue against longterm rate estimations driving animals’ decisions in this study. At the start of
testing, the expected long-term rate for either option would be equivalent.
As all animals showed a preference for the variable option, the delay on the
stable option was decreased. At this point the stable option would provide a
greater long-term rate; yet the rats still favored the variable delay.
Hayden et al. (2008) argue that such a preference need not be due to a
discounting curve, but may rather be indicative of a preference for uncertainty itself. By controlling for the predicted influence of utility curves these
researchers demonstrated that discounting itself was insufficient to fully explain choice behavior while their subjects showed a strong preference for uncertainty. Our current data does not rule out such an interpretation. Whether
the preference is due to the reinforcing properties of delayed rewards, or to
the effect of variability itself, the present method allows for the quantification
of this preference without any confound from the quantity of the reward.
In summary, many factors influence preference in the types of choice
tasks described above. Different procedures and different testing conditions
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may isolate or accentuate some of these factors over others. Only by developing methodological tools to isolate each factor can researchers proceed
to design rigorous empirical tests of the varied decision theories. We do not
suggest that delay discounting is the sole, or even primary factor in such
choices. The above presented method, however, will be an important tool
for isolating the delay (or quantity) discounting components which will allow
tests of the magnitude — or lack thereof — of their influence on decision
making.

1.5.3

Clinical applications

While humans and non-human animals show similar patterns in peak interval testing (Rakitin et al., 1998), it has been suggested that humans and
animals differ in impulsive choice (Hayden and Platt, 2009). However, the
differences from the models of animal behavior may have less to do with
species differences as with differences in the test. For example, many human tasks designed to explore delay discounting use secondary reinforcers
(e.g., money) in hypothetical scenarios. These conditions may require a different set of cognitive processes than those required for the decision tasks
employed in animal studies. However, when human subjects are thirsty and
tested on a gambling task for Gatorade rewards, their patterns of behavior diverge from prospect theory and are more similar to the performance of other
animals (Hayden and Platt, 2009). In other words, when the hypothetical
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scenarios are replaced by primary reinforcers, human subjects’ responses
follow similar patterns as those of other animals (Hayden and Platt, 2009).
Thus, these methods may be an effective tool in human studies provided the
human subjects’ task is framed appropriately. This could allow clinicians to
explore mechanisms of addiction with these methods while the predictions of
prospect theory may still serve best in modeling human choice in economic
settings.

1.5.4

Conclusions

The delay discounting method we introduce here provides advantages
over current methods as subjects’ responses to delays and quantities can be
assessed independently. By separately assessing how variability in delay or
variability in reward size contribute to the correlations observed in psychological disorders, researchers can focus on the neurological pathways that
may be most relevant. Further, these methods have been optimized to be
used in early adolescent rats. Such an approach will provide valuable insight
into the mechanisms of addiction and may inform intervention and treatment
methods.
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Figure 1.1 The subjective value of a delayed reward. The discounted value
of a delayed reinforcer is modeled by a hyperbolic function. Here f (delay) =
(1 + K × delay)−1 where ‘K’ defines the shape of the discounting curve (green:
K=0.25, black: K=0.5, red: K=2.0). Higher K values (red) are characteristic
of greater impulsive choice. In each case, the average of the values of the
variable options — shown, for the black function, in dotted lines — is greater
than the value of their average which is shown as a solid line. This difference
(Jensen’s inequality) holds for any concave up function, but the difference
is greater for functions with higher K values. In other words, the difference
between the variable and fixed delay options is greatest for the red line, moderate for the black line, and least for the green line.
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Figure 1.2 Timeline and experimental design. All measures were taken during
adolescence or early adulthood. The test-retest consistency of the impulsive
choice scores was assessed in Experiment 1: rats were tested from postnatal day (PD) 28–42 and retested from PD 58–64. The correlation between
impulsive choice and peak interval performance was measured in a counterbalanced design: one cohort of the rats was tested for impulsive choice from
PD 28–42 and peak interval performance from PD 44–56, the other cohort
was the reverse.
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Figure 1.3 Overview of a single impulsive choice trial. Each free choice trial
in the operant test presents the subject with a choice for a stable/adjusting
delay reward (R) and a variable delay reward. The variable delay is set randomly per trial to 2 or 18 seconds. The adjusting delay (X) is adjusted after
21 free trials based on a subject’s preference: 12 or more choices of the variable option result in a decrease in the stable delay; 9 or fewer choices of
the variable option result in an increase in the stable delay. The amount the
adjusting delay is reduced from the initial value of 10 seconds is used as an
animal’s delay discounting score.
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Figure 1.4 Delay discounting scores. Scores in the pre- and post-tests (PD
28–42 and PD 58–64) are strongly correlated (R2 = 0.758; p < 0.0001). The
inset graph shows representative delay discounting curves from two males
and two females. Delay discounting scores are the degree to which the stable
lever had to be reduced: higher scores indicate more rapid delay discounting
which would be characteristic of a more impulsive choice.
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Figure 1.5 Imprecision in timing predicts delay discounting. Greater variance
in the estimation of the interval in the peak interval task was positively correlated with greater discounting scores (R2 = 0.40; p = 0.02). This effect was
driven by the males (males b = 3.88; p = 0.007), while the females showed a
trend in the same direction (females b = 0.93; p = 0.15).
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CHAPTER 2
DELAY AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTING AS DISTINCT SUBTYPES OF
IMPULSIVE CHOICE

2.1

Abstract

Impulsive choice is defined as a preference for a small immediate reward
over a larger delayed reward. Such choices may be due either to a strong
preference for immediacy or to a relative insensitivity to reward quantity.
Current commonly used methods of testing impulsive choice cannot determine which of these may be driving the preference. In contrast, a method
established in our laboratory can isolate the delay and quantity components
of this multifaceted behavior. Here I apply this method along with a traditional compound test of impulsive choice to assess to what degree delay
versus quantity components contribute to impulsive choice. While neither
component alone correlates with the compound measure of impulsive choice,
a multiple regression of impulsive choice on delay and quantity discounting
reveals a significant interaction between the components and a trending relationship between quantity discounting and impulsive choice. Overall, and
in contrast to a prevailing assumption in the literature, the present data indicate that delay discounting and impulsive choice should not be used to refer
to the same pattern of behavior. Further, the present data suggest that impulsive choice may have two distinct subtypes: a quantity-driven subtype
and a delay-driven subtype.
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2.2

Introduction

Impulsive choice is defined as a preference for small immediate rewards
over larger delayed rewards (Ho et al., 1999). Such choices might be due
solely to a strong preference for immediacy, with the value of rewards decrease with increasing delays. This relationship is not necessarily linear: if
the delay doubles, the value might decrease to less than half. This nonlinear
reduction in value — known as delay discounting — would suffice to explain a
preference for a smaller sooner over a larger later reward. Alternatively, even
if the relationship between delay and value was linear (e.g., doubling the delay halved the value), a preference for a smaller sooner reward could arise
from a second factor: the subjective value of reward quantities. If doubling
the quantity of a reward increased its reinforcing value by less than two-fold,
the larger later option should be worth half as much due to the delay, but less
than twice as much due to the quantity; thus the larger later reward would
not be as reinforcing as the smaller sooner reward. The larger point is that
impulsive choices may result from either a preference for immediacy or a
relative insensitivity to changes in quantity.
The above-mentioned non-linear delay discounting relationship has been
well documented (Ainslie and Haslam, 1992; Kirby and Marakovi’c, 1995;
Kacelnik and Bateson, 1997), and remains the dominant interpretation of
impulsive choice in the literature (e.g. Bickel and Marsch, 2001). In fact,
the terms delay discounting and impulsive choice are frequently used inter-
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changeably. The nonlinear relationship of increasing quantities, however,
is also well documented in empirical and theoretical literature in which it is
known as diminishing marginal utility (Caraco et al., 1980; Charnov, 1976).
Few studies of impulsive choice consider the potential affects of these discounted quantity values on the behavioral tasks employed (e.g. Madden et al.,
2011). This effect will, for the remainder of this thesis, be termed quantity
discounting to parallel the term used for delay discounting.
Current methods for testing impulsive choice offer options with differing
reward quantities and delays, and therefore cannot differentiate effects of
the two parameters on an individual’s preference. In contrast, a method
established in our laboratory (McClure, 2014a; Chapter 1), drawing on approaches used in behavioral ecology, can isolate the delay and quantity components of this multifaceted behavior. This method allows for further characterization of the normal variation observed in impulsive choice in order to
assess the degree to which each component (delay or quantity discounting;
Table 2.1) contributes to the complex behavior of impulsive choice.
These methods were applied to sequentially isolate and assess delay discounting, quantity discounting, and impulsive choice for which the subjects
choose between smaller sooner rewards and larger later rewards. Individual
scores on a compound impulsive choice task were regressed on component
scores to determine the portion of variance accounted for by the individual
variation in delay discounting and quantity discounting. These data were
used to test the implicit hypothesis in the literature that impulsive choice
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and delay discounting are the same behavior. Impulsive choice may, alternatively, be more closely related to quantity discounting, or the two components (delay and quantity) may contribute equally to impulsive choice.

2.3

Methods

2.3.1

Animals

Twenty-four male Wistar rats were shipped with their mothers from Charles
River (Wilmington, MA) at post natal day (PD) 18. Rats were kept on a 1212hr light/dark cycle. On PD 21 they were weaned and separated into cages
of 3 same-sex juveniles per cage. Animals were fed ad libitum rat chow and
had free access to food and water throughout all stages of the experiment.
Rats were acclimated to human contact by a minimum of 5 minutes of handling per day. All animal procedures were approved by the University of Massachusetts Amherst Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.3.2

Experimental Design

From PD 24 to PD 27, rats were acclimated to the operant equipment and
pre-trained on lever pressing. Starting on PD 28, rats were assessed for delay
discounting, quantity discounting, and impulsive choice as seen in Figure 2.1.
Groups were counterbalanced such that half the rats were tested for delay
first then quantity, while the other half was tested on quantity first followed
by delay. All groups were tested on the compound impulsive choice task last
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in order to determine the degree to which this behavior can be predicted by
delay and/or quantity discounting. The first testing session ran from PD 28–
42, the second from PD 42–56, and the compound impulsive choice task from
PD 70–84.

2.3.3

Operant Pre-training

Animals were pre-trained to lever press in operant boxes in overnight sessions using a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) reinforcement schedule for 0.1 ml sweetened
water (3% glucose / 0.125% saccharin / tap water) as previously described
(McClure, 2014a). On PD 23 rats ran 3-per-box on the FR1 pre-training task.
On PD 24–26 they ran 2-per-box switching partners each night. On PD 27 they
ran singly which allowed for assessment of their baseline lever pressing.

2.3.4

Delay Discounting

Delay discounting scores were obtained using methods previously established in our laboratory (McClure, 2014a; Chap 1). Briefly, the rats were
trained on a two lever operant task for a delayed sweetened water reward
(3% glucose, 0.125% saccharin). Both levers consistently provided the same
quantity of reward, one lever after a stable delay (starting at 10 seconds),
the other after a variable delay (2 or 18 seconds, assigned randomly per trial
/ lever press). Fixed and variable levers were counter balanced across rats
with half of the rats having the variable lever on the left, and half on the right.
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Once a preference for the variable delay was displayed, the stable delay was
adjusted until a point of equal preference for the two levers was reached.
This equivalence point was used as the delay discounting score: lower scores
represent greater discounting indicative of a more impulsive choice.
The delay discounting task ran for 6 hours every night during the rats’
dark (active) phase. Responses were capped at 300 rewards (30ml) per night.
Rats have free access to food and water while in the operant boxes. The
operant procedure continued every night for the two-week period of testing.

2.3.5

Quantity Discounting

Quantity discounting methods use the same equipment and sweetened
reward as delay discounting, but differ in that neither reward has a delay.
Instead, the quantity of the sweetened water was manipulated. One lever
(counter-balanced across animals) provided a variable quantity of either 20ul
or 180ul of sweetened water. The other lever provided an adjusting quantity
starting at 100ul.
Under these starting conditions animals are predicted to prefer the stable
option (Bateson and Kacelnik, 1998). This is in contrast to the delay task:
subjects tend to prefer variability in delay, and stability in quantity. If rats
preferred the stable option the quantity of the reward for that option was reduced. In contrast, if they preferred the variable option, the quantity of the
reward for the stable option was increased. These adjustments continued
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until the rats responded equally often for each option and reaching stable
equivalence point. This equivalence point was used as the quantity discounting score: lower scores represent greater quantity discounting indicative of
a more impulsive choice.

2.3.6

Compound Impulsive Choice

Compound impulsive choice was measured by a standard mean adjusting delay (MAD) procedure as used previously in the literature (Mazur, 1988;
Perry et al., 2008). In this procedure the choice is between a smaller sooner
reward, and a larger later reward. The smaller option was 50ul of sweetened water with no delay; the larger was 150ul of sweetened water after a 6second delay. Rats were presented with two forced trials (one for each lever,
randomly selected without replacement) followed by two free trials. This 2+2
sequence of forced and free trials was repeated throughout the session. The
delay on the larger reward was adjusted after every free-choice trial based on
the lever selected. Each choice of the small immediate reward reduced the
adjusting delay duration; each choice of the larger delayed reward increased
the delay duration. Mean adjusting delay (MAD) values were calculated from
the average of each set of 30 trials following the methods from Perry et al.
(2008). Training continued until MAD values stabilized. Lower MAD scores
are indicative of more impulsive choices.
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2.3.7

Data Analysis

Mean adjusting delay (MAD) scores were regressed on delay discounting
and quantity discounting scores in both a simple additive model, and another
allowing for an interaction between the two discounting scores. Correlation
coefficients between MAD scores and each of quantity and delay discounting
scores were calculated, and the portion of variance accounted for by each
parameter was determined using the R statistical software package (R Core
Team, 2014).

2.4

Results

Plots of MAD scores for male rats relative to each component score are
presented in Figure 2.1. There was no significant correlation detected between delay discounting and quantity discounting (R2 = 0.056; p = 0.41) or
between either parameter alone with MAD scores (delay+MAD: R2 = 0.006;

p = 0.72; quantity+MAD: R2 = 0.053; p = 0.29). Given that previous studies
in our lab have found robust correlations between repeated measures of delay discounting within a sample of six males (R2 = 0.79; p = 0.0001), we are
confident that the current analysis is sufficiently powered to detect an effect
if the above measures were assessing the same underlying trait.
In order to compare the relative effect sizes of the quantity and delay discounting on MAD scores — which would otherwise be on different scales —
each score was standardized to z-scores (by subtracting the sample mean
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and dividing by the sample standard deviation). For ease of interpretation,
these scores were also inverted so that higher MAD z-scores indicate greater
impulsive choice and higher z-scores for quantity or delay discounting each
indicate higher levels of discounting. The standardized MAD scores were regressed on standardized delay and quantity discounting scores. As seen in
Table 2.2, quantity discounting has a marginally significant effect on impulsive choice such that for every 1 standard deviation increase in quantity discounting, there was a 0.42 standard deviation increase in mean adjusting
delay (p = 0.06). In contrast, no significant effect of delay discounting on
MAD scores was detected (p = 0.49).
A significant interaction between quantity and delay was also detected
(p = 0.028). The direction of this effect, however, suggests that there is
an antagonistic rather than synergistic interaction between delay and quantity. To better visualize this interaction, subjects were split at the mean delay
discounting score into low and high delay discounters; the relationship between quantity discounting and MAD scores for each subset is presented in
figure 2.3. The mean split is only for illustrative purposes to highlight the
interaction and demonstrates that at low delay discounting levels, there is
a positive relationship between quantity discounting and impulsive choice
(fig 2.3 left); but at higher delay discounting levels, quantity discounting is
negatively associated with impulsive choice (fig 2.3 right). This switch from
positive to negative slope is what is indicated by the interaction effect in Table 2.2.
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2.5

Discussion

In contrast to the implicit assumption in the literature, impulsive choice
and delay discounting are not the same behavior and the terms should not
be used interchangeably. The lack of correlation in Figure 2.2 supports this
distinction, while the multiple regression in Table 2.2 further highlights that,
of the two components and all else being equal, quantity discounting has a
larger impact on impulsive choice than does delay discounting. But quantity
discounting by itself also fails to be a reliable predictor of impulsive choice
(fig 2.2). Thus neither component alone can explain individual differences in
impulsive choice.
Both delay discounting and quantity discounting contribute to impulsive
choice, but rather than a synergistic interaction, the two components seem
to work against each other. Rats that scored as high delay discounters or
high quantity discounters tended to score high on the compound task. Surprisingly, rats that score as both high delay discounters and high quantity discounters scored lower on impulsive choice (on the right side of fig 2.3 right).
Taken the other way, a subject observed to make more impulsive choices
may do so due to their high delay discounting or high quantity discounting,
but not both. As most animal studies, and most clinical assessment methods for humans, assess only impulsive choice, these two apparently distinct
subtypes of impulsive choice (delay and quantity driven) are currently being
lumped together.
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The existence of two such subtypes of impulsive choice may inform intervention and treatment methods as different neural circuitry may underly
each subtype and thus each type may be susceptible to different pharmacological intervention. Distinct subtypes may also be a source of error in
laboratory studies of animal models that quantify impulsive choice — isolating these two potential types of impulsive choice may allow for greater power
in analyses of animal models.
While the present study focused on male rats, the pilot data for females
showed qualitatively similar results. Similar studies, however, should be conducted on with males and females in the same study as the mechanisms
underlying these behaviors might differ between the sexes. Recent unpublished data from our lab, for example, suggest that the same neurotransmitter system that correlated with quantity discounting but not delay discounting in males may correlate instead with delay discounting but not quantity
discounting in females (Caffrey et al., 2015).
Overall, these data highlight the need for more precise studies of impulsive choice that isolate the distinct components and include both males and
females. Such studies might shed new light on existing patterns within the literature including the complex associations found between impulsive choice
and substance abuse and other psychological disorders. Existing patterns
can be reassessed to determine whether relationships with impulsive choice
are perhaps due primarily to either delay or quantity discounting rather than
impulsive choice.
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Impulsive Choice Preference for a smaller sooner reward over larger later
reward. Impulsive choice is commonly measured with a mean adjusting
delay task.

Delay Discounting Decrease in reinforcing value or utility of a reward as
the delay to the reward increases. The value of a reward is discounted
based on the delay. An equivalence point method of measuring delay
discounting is established in chapter 1.

Quantity Discounting Increase in reinforcing value or utility of a reward
as the quantity of the reward increases. Each subsequent increase in
quantity is discounted and has a smaller impact on the value. An equivalence point method of measuring quantity discounting is established
here in chapter 2.

Table 2.1 Glossary of behavioral terms.
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Predictor

β

p

Delay

-0.149

0.486

Quantity

0.422

0.059

Delay x Quantity

-0.652

0.028

Table 2.2 Regression of MAD scores on delay and quantity. Delay discounting
itself shows no significant affect on impulsive choice accounting for only 2%
of the variance in impulsive choice. Quantity discounting has a marginally
significant affect accounting for 18% of the variance. The two components,
however, show a significant interaction in their effect on impulsive choice.
The overall model explains nearly one third of the variance in impulsive
choice (R2 = 0.29; p = 0.09). Analyses were run on scaled and centered
values.
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Figure 2.1 Timeline of procedures. All rats were first pre-trained on lever
pressing then split into two counter-balanced groups tested for delay discounting or quantity discounting in early adolescence and the other behavior
in late adolescence. In early adulthood all animals were tested on the mean
adjusting delay task as a measure of impulsive choice.
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Figure 2.2 Neither delay nor quantity discounting alone predict impulsive
choice. Left: Delay discounting itself does not predict impulsive choice.
Male rats were tested for delay discounting during adolescence and impulsive
choice during early adulthood. Lower delay equivalence points are represent
greater delay discounting; lower mean adjusting delay scores represent a
more impulsive choice. There is no detectable relationship between delay
discounting and impulsive choice among male rats (R2 = 0.006; p = 0.72).
Right: Quantity discounting itself does not predict impulsive choice. Male
rats were tested for quantity discounting during adolescence and impulsive
choice during early adulthood. Lower delay equivalence points are represent
greater delay discounting; lower mean adjusting delay scores represent a
more impulsive choice. There is no detectable relationship between delay
discounting and impulsive choice among male rats (R2 = 0.053; p = 0.29).
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Figure 2.3 Impulsive choice increases with quantity discounting in low delay
discounters. Left: Male rats with above average delay equivalence points
— indicating low delay discounting — show a positive correlation between
quantity discounting and impulsive choice with higher quantity discounting
associated with higher impulsive choice (R2 = 0.91; p = 0.002). Right: High
delay discounting male rats, in contrast, show a non-significant relationship
in the opposite direction in which higher quantity discounting is associated
with lower impulsive choice (R2 = 0.13; p = 0.18).
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CHAPTER 3
ADOLESCENT INCREASES IN DELAY DISCOUNTING PREDICT ADULT
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN MALE AND FEMALE RATS

3.1

Abstract

Impulsive choice has been linked to addiction for various substances of
abuse. Existing studies of addiction, however, often only study male animal
models and neglect potential sex-specific effects. Further, the general use
of compound impulsive choice tasks limits the degree to which mechanisms
of the correlations can be inferred or tested. To address this, the present
study focuses on the delay component of impulsive choice to assess the degree to which it may relate to alcohol consumption in male and female rats.
Additionally, the present study is designed with repeated measures of delay
discounting and alcohol consumption to allow us to test various causal hypotheses on any relationship between delay discounting and alcohol abuse.
While no predictive relationships are found between delay discounting itself
and alcohol consumption, a change in delay discounting between early and
late adolescence does predict later alcohol consumption in both male and female rats. This change in delay discounting may thus serve as an observable
behavioral indicator of developmental changes underlying the predisposition
to consume alcohol.
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3.2

Introduction

Impulsive choice has been linked to substance abuse and addiction and
may be particularly indicative of a tendency to relapse for various drugs of
abuse (Pattij and De Vries, 2013). For example, in attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD) patients with comorbid alcohol abuse disorders atomoxitine treatment of impulsive choice symptoms also reduces alcohol consumption (Wilens et al., 2011). In contrast, ADHD patients with comorbid cocaine
or marijuana (Levin et al., 2009; McRae-Clark et al., 2010) use show improvements in impulsive choice with treatment, but no change in substance abuse.
These kinds of results suggest that distinct mechanisms may underly the association of impulsive choice with addiction for various substances of abuse.
Impulsive choice may reliably predict substance abuse for stimulants. For
example, delayed-reward impulsive choice scores in rats predict relapse to
cocaine (Broos et al., 2012) and nicotine (Diergaarde et al., 2008). While
human studies indicate that smokers tend to make more impulsive choices
(Mitchell, 1999), the predictive relationships are less clear and may differ between the sexes (Perkins et al., 2008). As animal models of stimulant addiction have so far focused on male rats, it is important to extend such studies
to females and other substances of abuse.
Impulsive choice is also known to correlate with high alcohol use in humans as both adolescents (Field et al., 2007; Konecky and Lawyer, 2015) and
adults (Bobova et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2005; Petry, 2001). Further, al-
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cohol preferring mice score as more impulsive (Oberlin and Grahame, 2009)
indicating a connection between alcohol abuse and impulsive choice. Alcohol
intoxication is also known to transiently decrease delay discounting (Ortner
et al., 2003), however transient and long-term effects can differ substantially:
stimulants — including methylphenidate — can reduce impulsive choice in
humans (Pietras et al., 2003) and animals (Pitts and McKinney, 2005), while
other stimulants such as cocaine induce longer-term increases in impulsive
choice (Mendez et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2007).
It is currently unclear whether the existing correlations between substance
abuse and impulsive choice are driven solely by delay discounting — as is
commonly assumed — or whether quantity discounting (i.e. a relative insensitivity to reward size) may also contribute. Toward this end, the present
study isolates delay discounting for a detailed assessment to test whether
delay discounting is associated with alcohol addiction. If no associations are
found, follow up studies can test whether quantity discounting correlates with
alcohol addiction. Determining which of these component behaviors correlate with addiction may aid our understanding of the mechanisms of addiction and potentially inform intervention and treatment methods.
By using repeated measures of delay discounting before and after alcohol
exposure along with follow up measures of relapse-like drinking in adulthood,
I have assessed the degree to which observed correlations between impulsive choice and alcohol consumption may be due to delay discounting. I further test various predictive relationships: whether delay discounting predicts
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alcohol consumption during binge or adult relapse-like drinking session and
whether alcohol exposure induces increases in delay discounting.

3.3

Methods

3.3.1

Animals

Postnatal day 18 (PD 18) Wistar rats (26 male, 26 female) were shipped
with mothers from Charles River (Wilmington, MA). Rats were housed, weaned,
and pre-trained similarly to previous studies in our lab (McClure, 2014a; Chapter 1). A subset of these rats (14 male, 15 female) had been used previously
for experiment 1 (test-retest reliability) in chapter 1. All animal procedures
were approved by the University of Massachusetts Amherst Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

3.3.2

Experimental Design

An overview of the experimental design is presented in Figure 3.1. Rats
were pre-trained to lever press in operant boxes in overnight sessions and
tested for delay discounting (described below) in early adolescence prior to
any alcohol exposure. This test provides a baseline delay discounting measure. During late adolescence, rats were allowed to operantly self administer
either sweetened alcohol or sweetened water (described below). After this
two-week binge, rats were retested on delay discounting in order to determine changes from baseline. In early adulthood, rats were allowed to re49

administer sweetened water or sweetened alcohol in relapse-like drinking
sessions.

3.3.3

Delay Discounting

Delay discounting scores were obtained in early adolescence (PD 28–42)
and again in early adulthood (PD 56–70) using methods previously established in our laboratory (McClure, 2014a; Chapter 1). Briefly, the rats were
trained on a two lever operant task for a delayed sweetened water reward
(3% glucose, 0.125% saccharin). Both levers consistently provided the same
quantity of reward, one lever after a stable delay (starting at 10 seconds), the
other after a variable delay (2 or 18 seconds, assigned randomly per trial).
Fixed and variable levers were counter-balanced across rats with half of the
rats having the variable lever on the left, and half on the right. Once a preference for the variable delay was achieved, the stable delay was adjusted until
a point of equal preference for the two levers was reached. This equivalence
point was used as the delay discounting score.
The delay discounting task ran for 6 hours every night during the rats’
dark (active) phase. Responses were capped at 300 rewards (30ml) per night.
Rats had free access to food and water while in the operant boxes. The operant procedure continued every night for the two-week period of testing.
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3.3.4

Voluntary Self-Administration Alcohol: Binge and Relapse

During late adolescence (PD 42–56) rats voluntarily self administered sweetened alcohol (10% w/v / 3% glucose / 0.125% saccharin in tap water) or
sweetened water in operant boxes similar to established methods (Gilpin
et al., 2012; Karanikas et al., 2013; Vargas et al., 2014; Doherty and Gonzales, 2015) with two key differences: in the present study rats self-administered
alcohol or sugar in the second half of adolescence rather than the first, and
the sugar group sugar intake was not restricted to match the alcohol group
as has been done in the voluntary binge model (Karanikas et al., 2013; Gilpin
et al., 2012). Animals were randomly assigned to the alcohol or sugar groups
and ran in the operant task for 8 hours during their dark (active) phase. Each
session was divided into six 30-minute bouts each separated by 60 minutes
in which the levers were retracted and the reward mechanisms disabled.
Animals were weighed daily to allow for the calculation of body-weightcorrected alcohol or sugar consumption in grams per kilogram of body weight
(g/kg).
Beginning in adulthood (PD 66-67), alcohol rats were tested for relapselike drinking of sweetened alcohol. The first test took place after 10 days of
abstinence from alcohol. A subset of rats were further tested with unsweetened alcohol the following night. A separate subset of rats was exposed to
repeated 4-day cycles of consumption separated by three days without alcohol.
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3.4

Results

As previously reported (McClure, 2014a; Chapter 1), delay discounting
scores show a high within-subject reliability or rank order consistency (R2 =

0.76; p < 0.0001) indicating that this test is detecting a characteristic of the
subject rather than being biased by their current state. Most animals, however, show a small but statistically significant increase in delay discounting
between the pre and post test scores (t(32) = −8.15; p = 2.6 ∗ 10−9 ).
Alcohol consumption in this study was largely comparable to previous
binge consumption studies. However, in contrast to early adolescent drinking models in our lab (Karanikas et al., 2013), female rats voluntarily reach
higher levels of body-weight-corrected alcohol intake than male rats during
late adolescence (fig 3.2 right; t(46) = 2.014; p = 0.05). In order to control
for, rather than correct for, body weight, this analysis was repeated with a
mixed-effects regression of alcohol consumption on body weight for males
and females which confirmed that for any given body weight females drink
approximately 0.3 grams more alcohol per day than males (p = 0.0005). This
is in line with previous research showing that adult female rats reach higher
levels of alcohol intake than males (Ju’arez and De Tomasi, 1999) and that
such differences are present in adulthood but not in early adolescence (Doremus et al., 2005). We did not see a sex difference in our adult relapse-like
drinking, though this is likely due to that measure only including a single
30-minute session.
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To test the hypothesis that this pre- to post-test change is due to alcohol
I regressed the magnitude of change in delay discounting on the cumulative
consumption of alcohol within the alcohol group. Here also no detectable
relationship was found (R2 = 0.04; p = 0.68; Fig 3.3). Thus there was no directional effect of alcohol consumption on our measure of delay discounting.
In contrast, the absolute value of the change seen as the greater spread of
scores with increasing consumption (right side of Fig 3.3) was associated with
binge consumption (R2 = 0.34; p = 0.006).
In order to evaluate the hypothesis that delay discounting scores predict later measures of alcohol consumption, we tested cumulative binge consumption, total relapse consumption, and first-session relapse consumption.
Delay discounting scores did not reliably predict binge consumption in the
alcohol group (b = −3.2; p = 0.12; Fig 3.4 left). Further, individual discounting
scores did not predict first-session relapse consumption (b = −0.06; p = 0.52;
Fig 3.4 right) or total relapse consumption (data not shown).
In contrast to the raw delay discounting scores, the within-subject change
in delay discounting proved to be a robust predictor of first-session relapse
consumption (b = 0.31; p = 0.007; Figure 3.5). To assess whether this is confounded by a potential correlation between binge consumption and relapse
consumption, this analysis was repeated including binge consumption as a
control variable. Binge consumption was correlated with adult consumption
(b = 0.02; p = 0.001), but delay discounting remained a significant predic-
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tor of adult consumption when controlling for binge consumption (b = 0.25;

p = 0.004).

3.5

Discussion

Delay discounting does contribute to the relationship between alcohol
consumption and impulsive choice. However, as neither of the causal hypotheses were supported, it is likely that this relationship is mediated by
a shared underlying cause. For example, the changes in delay discounting
may be indicative of nervous system development during this adolescent
period. These same changes might underly the tendency to consume alcohol in adulthood. While the present data cannot rule out experience itself as a driver of the change in delay discounting it seems unlikely that an
experience-dependent effect on specific operant task would predict later alcohol consumption. By contrast, repeated tests of impulsive choice in rats
tend to show decreases rather than increases over time (Stein et al., 2014,
2015). However, similar increases in delay discounting have been observed
in all rats we have tested at these two time points as has been discussed in
chapter 1 (section 1.5.1).
Even though delay discounting did not predict binge alcohol consumption
directly, it may still contribute to addiction. Beckwith and Czachowski (2014),
for example, suggest that impulsive choice may be a predisposing risk factor
for alcoholism as it is specifically associated with alcohol seeking but not al-
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cohol consumption in three selectively bred strains of rats. However, the data
presented by Beckwith and Czachowski (2014) were correlational — so while
the distinction between alcohol seeking and alcohol consumption should be
tested in future studies, there are as of yet no data indicating impulsive
choice or delay discounting are predisposing factors for alcohol abuse.
Alcohol consumption did not have a directional effect on delay discounting
yet higher levels of consumption were associated with larger absolute values
of change. This effect may be due to alcohol exposure during late adolescence disrupting the development of the neural circuitry underlying delay
discounting and thus adding ‘noise’ to the system. Alternatively, it may be
that animals undergoing substantial neural development may choose to consume higher volumes of alcohol. While the present data cannot differentiate
between these alternatives for delay discounting, recent studies indicate a
lack of effect of alcohol exposure on impulsive choice (Mejia-Toiber et al.,
2014; Moschak and Mitchell, 2013) though it may have an impact on impulsive action (Irimia et al., 2015)
The within-subject change in delay discounting was a robust predictor
of adult alcohol consumption. This is similar to the finding of Poulos et al.
(1998) who show that alcohol-injection-induced changes in impulsive choice
— termed impulsive reactivity — strongly predicted later alcohol consumption. It may be that our voluntarily binge procedure has a similar effect as
the alcohol injection inducing an impulsive reactivity effect, and increases
in impulsiveness or delay discounting due to this effect predict later alco55

hol consumption. In contrast to Poulos et al. (1998), however, our voluntary
binge drinking model did not produce a directional change in impulsiveness.
It is possible that having control of the partially aversive stimulus of alcohol impacted how the exposure affected our rats. Controlling the alcohol
consumption may have allowed the subset of our rats that decreased in delay discounting to take on a resilient phenotype (e.g. Maier and Seligman,
1976). In contrast, the rats that decreased may have lacked this perception
of control and were impacted similarly as subjects in Poulos et al. (1998).
If the change in delay discounting from pre- to post-test is an indicator
of neurological development that also predisposes subjects to greater alcohol consumption in adulthood, then understanding these changes may guide
future studies of — or potentially even treatments for — alcohol abuse. However, too little is yet known about the neurological mechanisms of impulsive
choice or delay discounting to propose reasonable hypotheses for what the
relevant changes may be. Thus the next step in understanding the association between delay discounting and/or impulsive choice and addiction is to
identify the neural circuitry driving impulsive decision making.
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Figure 3.1 Timeline of procedures. All rats were pre-trained and tested for delay discounting in early adolescence, then randomly assigned to the sweetened alcohol or sweetened water groups for late adolescence. In early adulthood all animals were retested for delay discounting followed by relapse sessions.
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Figure 3.2 Cumulative two-week sugar and alcohol consumption. Left: Females (red) reached greater levels of cumulative sugar consumption than
males (blue) over the two-week binge period (sugar group: t(16) = 1.78;
p = 0.095 alcohol group: t(28) = 4.38; p = 1.5 ∗ 10−4 ). The alcohol group
also consumed significantly less sugar than the sugar group (t(46) = −5.62;
p = 1.0 ∗ 10−6 ). Right: Females also reached greater levels of cumulative
alcohol consumption (t(46) = 2.014; p = 0.05).
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Figure 3.3 No directional change in delay discounting due to alcohol. Within
the alcohol group, there was no directional dose-dependent change in delay
discounting (R2 = 0.04; p = 0.68). The absolute value of the change, however,
was associated with binge consumption (R2 = 0.34; p = 0.006).
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Figure 3.4 Delay discounting does not predict alcohol consumption. Delay
discounting does not predict alcohol consumption during the initial binge session (Left: R2 = 0.005; p = 0.75) or during the adult consumption test (Right:
R2 = 0.016; p = 0.56).
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Figure 3.5 Changes in delay discounting predict adult drinking. Rats that had
a greater increase in delay discounting during adolescence consumed the
most alcohol in the adult relapse-like drinking test (R2 = 0.33; p = 0.008).
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CHAPTER 4
DELAY DISCOUNTING AND INTERVAL TIMING CORRELATE WITH
MEASURES OF PRE-FRONTAL WHITE MATTER

4.1

Abstract

Various studies have shed light on the neurobiology of impulsive choice by
indicating brain regions or structures involved in this behavior. Other studies
have implicated neurotransmitter or neuromodulator systems — particularly
dopamine — as important factors in the individual differences in impulsive
choice. However, despite the wealth of data on which components of the
nervous system are relevant to impulsive choice, there have been few studies on how these components interact. The published data can now be used
to create circuitry models that may underly impulsive choice. Here, I present
one such model and use it to derive and test novel predictions about delay
discounting.

4.2

Introduction

Individual differences in impulsive choice have previously been attributed
to variation in dopamine signaling particularly in the nucleus accumbens
(Forbes et al., 2007; Adriani et al., 2009; Paloyelis et al., 2010). However,
existing neurological studies of impulsive choice have used only compound
impulsive choice tasks varying both the delay and quantity of rewards. Further, most studies to date have used site-specific manipulation (e.g. lesions)
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to indicate relevant brain regions (e.g. Cheung and Cardinal, 2005; Pardey
et al., 2013) or pharmacological manipulations to identify neurotransmitter
systems (e.g. Adriani et al., 2009; Abela and Chudasama, 2013) involved in
compound impulsive choice. Few studies have proposed circuitry models
that might underly the integration of delay and quantity signals. Here I propose one such model that can account for previously observed data, derive
a novel prediction from the model, then test this prediction on brain tissue
from animals previously tested on the delay component of impulsive choice.

4.2.1

Proposed Impulsive Choice Circuit

Reward size information may be provided to the NAcc from neurons in the
ventral tegmental area (VTA). Dopaminergic activity in the VTA correlates
with reward-size prediction error in fMRI BOLD signals in humans (D’Ardenne
et al., 2008) and in neural recordings in animal models (Bayer and Glimcher,
2005; Tobler et al., 2005). These VTA neurons project dopaminergic axons to
the NAcc (Glimcher, 2011) where reward-size dependent activity is received.
Higher levels of dopamine transporter (DAT) activity in the NAcc also correlate with greater impulsive choice (Adriani et al., 2009). Thus dopamine
reuptake by DAT has been suggested as a mechanism by which reward values are decayed, such that individual differences in DAT levels in the NAcc
might drive differences in the resulting delay discounting curves.
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The needed timing information may be provided to the NAcc from the hippocampus (HPC). Several previous authors have proposed learning mechanisms that pair such a decaying reward signal with a reverse replay of recent
events (Dragoi et al., 2003; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Kühn and Stamatescu,
2007; Pennartz et al., 2009). For example, in vivo HPC recordings in mazerunning rats have revealed a pattern of rapid reward-induced reverse-order
replays of place cells (Foster and Wilson, 2006). These replays, or hippocampal ripples, have been further characterized and found to be coincident with
similar ripples in other brain regions including the NAcc (Goto and O’Donnell,
2001; Malhotra et al., 2012) suggesting that the HPC activity may drive the
NAcc activity. This hippocampal input to the NAcc could provide a temporal
context (O’Donnell, 1999) and it has been further suggested that this input
can provide contextual information for ventral basal ganglia circuits (Goto
and O’Donnell, 2001).
Together these data implicate the NAcc as a key site of convergence of
the timing (HPC) and reward (VTA) signals necessary for learning in an impulsive choice task as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Specifically, I propose a Hebbian
mechanism of learning about the options, in which a reward signal from the
VTA — following a hyperbolic decay due to DAT re-uptake — is paired with a
coincident reward-induced timing signal from the hippocampus and a cortically generated ‘go’ signal. This could explain observed preferences for small
immediate rewards over larger delayed rewards.
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Consider the reinforcement provided to an animal after selecting a larger
later option: when the reward arrives, the VTA may send a strong signal to the
NAcc while at the same time the HPC triggers a ripple of activity “replaying”
recent behaviors. As the behavior of selecting the option was some time
ago, the NAcc neuron (or population of neurons) for this behavioral selection
is triggered only toward the end of the ripple activity. By this time, dopamine
levels have declined substantially (due to DAT activity), and the coincident
firing of the NAcc neuron with the cortical ‘go’ signal will be under a lower
dopamine condition, providing only weak reinforcement of the cortical input
on the neuron selecting for the larger later option.
In contrast, when the smaller sooner option is selected, the VTA may send
a relatively weak signal to the NAcc while the HPC ripple is triggered. But
in this case, the NAcc neuron(s) representing the smaller sooner choice are
activated early in the ripple as the choice was more recent. Thus the coincident firing of the ‘go’ signal with this activity would be in a potentially higher
dopamine condition which favors potentiation of NAcc neurons (as reviewed
in Reynolds and Wickens, 2002). After several such learning trials, the cortical input to make a choice will have a higher probability of firing the smallersooner associated NAcc neuron(s) than the larger-later associated neuron(s).
Thus this model accounts for a general preference for a smaller-sooner
reward over a larger-later option. The magnitude of this preference, however,
could be modulated by DAT activity in the NAcc as with very low DAT levels,
the initially higher dopamine levels might remain high enough long enough
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to reinforce the larger later choice. Conversely, higher DAT activity would
more rapidly reduce dopamine levels even under short delays driving a yetstronger preference for the sooner reward. Further, if this model is applied
to the delay discounting and quantity discounting tasks, it would predict that
delay discounting should correlated with DAT activity levels in the NAcc as it
is the reuptake-driven decay of dopamine levels that drives the preference
for immediacy. Conversely, DAT levels in the NAcc would not be predicted
to affect quantity discounting. Thus models such as this one might be best
tested with our method of isolating the individual components of impulsive
choice.

4.2.2

Testing the Model

A behavioral task recently developed in our laboratory (McClure, 2014a;
Chapter 1) allows for the isolation of the delay and quantity discounting components impulsive choice which may allow for better testing of models of
impulsive choice. Our previous behavioral data indicate that greater delay
discounting rats show less precision in a peak interval timing task (McClure,
2014a). This finding is in contrast to what might be expected given that all
subjects prefer the variable delay option: any deficiency in timing should be
expected to mask this preference and lead to a less impulsive score. Worse
performance on the timing task and greater discounting, in the same subjects, thus suggests an independent factor that impacts both the timing and
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the delay discounting mechanisms. Few factors, however, would be expected
to create this combination of outcomes.
One potential mechanism for this combination under the proposed circuitry model is Neuregulin 1 (NRG1) signaling. NRG1 hypomorphs show a disruption in the coordinated firing of ripples in the hippocampus and NAcc (Nason et al., 2011), which would lead to a decrease in timing precision. NRG1
also affects dopamine signalling specifically in the NAcc (Eda et al., 2013).
Blocking the NRG1 receptor erbB4 leads to an increase in DAT activity (Roy
et al., 2007), and thus a more rapid removal of dopamine from the NAcc that
would drive steeper delay discounting. This signaling system is disrupted in
schizophrenic patients (Stefansson et al., 2002, 2003; Roussos et al., 2011)
and animal models of schizophrenia in which a similar combination of decreased timing and increased delay discounting is observed (Heerey et al.,
2007). Disruptions of NRG1 signalling through the erbB4 receptor is therefore a potential explanation for the correlation between decreased precision
in timing and greater delay discounting.
I therefore predict — based on the model above — that the positive correlation of imprecision in timing and delay discounting may be due to individual differences in NRG1-erbB4 signaling during early development. This,
however, is difficult to test directly, but can be assessed indirectly by quantifying another product of th NRG1-erbB4 signalling pathway. NRG signaling
regulates several processes in the developing brain including tangential migration of inhibitory interneurons (Flames et al., 2004) and white matter de67

velopment (McIntosh et al., 2008). Specifically, Type III NRG1-erbB4 signaling is essential for the proper development of prefrontal cortical white matter
(Chen et al., 2008; Konrad et al., 2009) including the forceps minor (FM) and
anterior commissure (AC). Therefore, the predicted greater levels of NRG1erbB4 signaling in the high delay discounting animals can be predicted to
have also lead to to greater FM and AC development. We therefore measures
the FM and AC development as a test of this prediction. In summary, if the
proposed model is correct — and if the neuregulin signalling accounts for the
observed correlation between timing and delay discounting — there should
be a positive correlation between delay equivalence point and FM and AC
volumes.

4.3

Methods

4.3.1

Animals

All analyses were be performed on brain tissue collected from Wistar rats
(6 male, 6 female) previously tested for delay discounting following the methods presented in chapter 1. Animals were deeply anesthetized with chloral
hydrate then intracardially perfused with paraformaldehyde. Brains were extracted, post-fixed, snap frozen in isopentane, and stored at -80◦ C for sectioning.
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4.3.2

Tissue Processing

Tissue was cut on a freezing-stage microtome into 35um sections. Sections were stored at -20◦ C in cryoprotectant until sorting. Sections extending from 2.10–1.35mm relative to bregma were mounted on plus-charged
glass slides, rinsed, and incubated at 60◦ C in Black gold II. Slides were rinsed
again and fixed in thiosulfate, then rinsed, dehydrated in alcohols, cleared
in xylenes, and cover slipped following methods from Schmued et al. (2008).
Slides have been scanned and are available as digital images which were
quantified as described below.

4.3.3

Image Analysis

Image analysis was conducted in customized image analysis software
(McClure, 2014b). All images were used to select a single threshold color
value that included all white matter structures with the least background.
This threshold was then applied to all but two slides that required minor
adjustments to the threshold. Images were analyzed by selecting all pixels falling below this threshold, then cropping out a region of interest, and
counting the number of selected pixels within the cropped region (for area
measures) and dividing this by the total number of pixels in the cropped region (for density measures). Regions of interest included the forceps minor
(FM) and the anterior commissure (AC) for which area was measured as these
are each highly white-matter dense structures. Measures were also taken of
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the dorsal striatum (DS) for which density measures are more informative as
the DS is not primarily a white matter structure, but numerous small white
matter bundles pass through it.

4.3.4

Data Analysis

Descriptive plots were generated for each measure (FM, AC, and DS) across
different anterior to posterior sections and across subjects. To be used for further analysis the measure should show greater variation between individuals
than between anterior-posterior sections. Among the values included in further analysis, each measure was averaged across sections for each animal to
yield one measure each of FM area, AC area, and DS density. As a correlation
was anticipated between these measures of pre-frontal white matter, a factor analysis was used to produce final factor measures of white matter. Delay
discounting scores were then regressed on the white matter measures with
the sex of the rat included as a control variable. Peak interval performance
(accuracy and precision of timing) was also regressed on white matter measures to assess the degree to which greater myelination aids in timing.

4.4

Results

All sampled regions were used for the FM and DS measures as there were
no anterior to posterior differences detected (FM: F(1,15) = 0.15; p = 0.70,
DS: F(6,37) = 0.82; p = 0.57). Because the AC decreases in size as it projects
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rostrally (F(6,37) = 3.72; p = 0.005), only regions within 1–1.7mm anterior
to bregma were included for which no significant regional differences were
found (F(3,25) = 0.96; p = 0.43). Descriptive plots of the regions included
across sections and across animals are presented in Figures 4.2–4.4.
The factor analysis revealed a strong correlation between the FM area and
DS coverage while the AC remained an independent factor. All inferential
tests lead to similar conclusions, whether the first factor or the FM and/or DS
were used in the analyses; for ease of interpretation data are thus presented
only from the observed variables. There was no significant effect of sex on
any single parameter, nor was there an effect or interaction when sex was
included in the regression analyses of behavior and white matter measures.
In contrast to the primary prediction, delay discounting did not show a
significant positive correlation with the white matter measures. There was
a non-significant positive trend with FM area (b = 1.37; p = 0.16) and no
relationship with AC area (b = 1.95; p = 0.86). Further, delay discounting
was negatively correlated with white matter coverage of the DS (b = −0.16;

p = 0.013; Fig 4.5). As this effect is in the opposite direction predicted by the
neuregulin hypothesis, differences in neuregulin signalling likely do not explain the previously observed correlation between timing precision and delay
discounting.
Peak interval performance was also compared to the white matter measures as correlations have previously been reported (Hinton and Meck, 2004;
Ull’en et al., 2008). None of the white matter measures showed any corre71

lation with precision of timing. Accuracy of timing (lower error in estimates),
however, correlated negatively with FM area (b = 2.78; p = 0.032; Fig 4.6 left)
and showed a non-significant positive association with AC area (b = −19.5;

p = 0.13; Fig 4.6 right). There was no apparent correlation between DS coverage and accuracy (b = 0.016; p = 0.79).

4.5

Discussion

The model proposed here predicts that individual delay discounting should
be driven — at least in part — by varying levels of DAT activity in the NAcc.
Previous data from our lab further led to the prediction that neuregulin signalling may contribute to these individual differences. If that were true differences in delay discounting equivalence points should correlated positively
with measures of the FM and AC white matter. Neither of these predictions
are supported; in fact the DS white matter coverage is negatively correlated
with delay equivalence point (fig 4.5).
Failure to detect the predicted correlation indicates that either 1) the proposed model is incorrect, 2) a mechanism other than neuregulin might mediate the correlation between greater precision of timing and less delay discounting, or 3) the present measures of white matter structures failed to
accurately represent neuregulin-erbB4 activity in the early development of
these animals. The last of these could be tested with an experimental manipulation of neuregulin or erbB4 in early postnatal development. Previous
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studies have successfully manipulated neuregulin erbB4 signalling in development with perinatal treatment with phencyclidine (Du Bois et al., 2012) or
a neonatal subcutaneous injection of NRG1β 1 (Kato et al., 2011). However,
in the absence of further tests of the present neuregulin hypothesis or another mechanism to explain the observed behaviors within the context of the
proposed model, the model should be — at least tentatively — rejected.
Other recent data from our laboratory raises further doubt that NAcc DAT
levels drive delay discounting — at least consistently. Pilot data has suggested that NAcc DAT, contrary to the present model, correlated with quantity discounting but not delay discounting in male rats (Caffrey et al., 2015).
However, the opposite may be true in females, for whom delay discounting
but not quantity discounting may correlate with NAcc DAT.
The present model remains, nonetheless, an example of the type of circuitry model we can and should be proposing and testing to further our understanding of the mechanism of impulsive choice. The methods of isolating the
delay discounting and quantity discounting components of impulsive choice
presented in this dissertation may also be important tools in testing specific
predictions from future circuitry models for impulsive choice.
In contrast to the lack of expected correlations, I did find a positive association between pre-frontal white matter and overestimates in timing on
the peak interval task (fig 4.6). This is also in contrast to what might generally be expected: greater white matter might be expected to aid not hinder
timing. However, the measure of timing in the peak interval task quantifies
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the overestimate of the learned interval by comparing the peak of the animals responses with the trained criterion. The overestimates represented in
figure 4.6 are a rightward shift in the peak of the responses. This could be
due to inaccurate estimates, or alternatively to greater perseverance — the
current data cannot distinguish between these.
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Prefrontal Cortex (PFC)
via Pallidum
and Thalamus

Nucleus Accumbens (NAcc)

Left Lever
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Ventral Tegmental

Hippocampus
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Larger Reward
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the replay of each choice

Sooner
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Time into reverse replay

Figure 4.1 Proposed circuitry for impulsive choice. Left: When presented
with a choice between a smaller sooner and larger later reward, a cortical
“go” signal is sent to the NAcc. Different populations of neurons in the NAcc
would trigger a choice for either the smaller sooner (green) or larger later
(blue) option. At the start of training either would be equally likely to fire.
These selection neurons send output back to the cortex via the pallidum and
thalamus which initiates the lever-pressing behavior. Upon receipt of the reward, the NAcc receives input from both the VTA and HPC. Reward quantity,
or positive prediction error is signalled by the VTA to the NAcc while timing
of the reward is signalled by the HPC to the NAcc. Right: Timing and reward size information is integrated in the NAcc. A larger reward may trigger
a larger release of dopamine (green curve). This initial dopamine level follows a hyperbolic decay due to DAT reuptake. At the same time a HPC-driven
reverse replay provides excitatory input on the neurons that triggered the behavior leading to the reward. The time until HPC-driven activation is proportional to the delay of the reward. This activation in the presence of dopamine
strengthens the association between the prefrontal “go” signal with the activated choice-representing cells. As presented above, the smaller sooner
option would be favored. A stronger smaller-sooner preference could result
from sharper decay curves (delay discounting) or from a lesser vertical offset
between the two curves (quantity discounting).
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Figure 4.2 Forceps minor area shows greater variability between subjects
than between regions. Two cross sections (at 1.7 and 2.2 mm relative to
bregma) are compared on the left. The areas for each animal obtained from
two hemispheres for each region are compared on the right.
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Figure 4.3 Anterior commissure area shows greater variability between subjects than between regions. Several cross sections (1.0–1.7 mm relative to
bregma) are compared on the left. The areas for each animal obtained from
two hemispheres for each section are compared on the right.
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Figure 4.4 White matter coverage of the dorsal striatum shows greater variability between subjects than between regions. Several cross sections (0.48–
2.2 mm relative to bregma) are compared on the left. The areas for each
animal obtained from two hemispheres for each section are compared on the
right.
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Figure 4.5 Density of dorsal striatal white matter correlates with delay discounting. Greater percent coverage of white matter labeling in the dorsal
striatum correlates with lower equivalence points which are indicative of
steeper delay discounting in both female (red) and male (blue) rats (p =
0.007). Steeper delay discounting may contribute to more impulsive choices.
No relationship was detected between delay discounting and measures of
either the forceps minor or anterior commissure.
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Figure 4.6 White matter pathways correlate with accuracy of timing. Left:
Forceps minor area is positively correlated with the overestimate in interval
length in both female (red) and male (blue) rats as measured by the difference between the mean response time and the criteria time in a peak interval task (p = 0.001). Right: The anterior commissure area, in contrast,
may predict greater accuracy in timing as there is a trend towards a negative
relationship between anterior commissure area and interval estimate error
(p = 0.097).
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